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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all beings be liberated from suffering. 
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Please ensure that before you begin this Master Level Symbols course you: 

1) Have completed Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher (Level 9) 
OR 
have completed Blue Light - Volume 3 (preferably Volume 5).

2) Have activated (unlocked) the Shamro Gold Master Level Symbol energies and attunements  
using the activation code & instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Shamro Gold journey! 

If you have not already done so, please feel free to sign up for free Ascension Healing  
to help you on your Master Level Symbols journey.
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Activating (Unlocking) The Shamro Gold Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful Master Level Symbol 
energies, it is very important that you firstly activate or 
‘unlock’ the energies and attunement in this ebook. Once this 
is completed, you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music, 
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Master Level Symbol energies! May 
you enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the 
energies and attunements for Shamro Gold.  

With the unique activation code 64278119 may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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An Outline Of Shamro Gold: 
Shamro Gold is made up of two separate chapters, Shamro and Shamro Gold, with Shamro being the 
precursor to receiving the Shamro Gold energies. More information is shown in the table below:
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Shamro Gold Overview

Chapter Level Day Information

Chapter 1: 
SHAMRO

Part A: 
Cleansing

1 - 3 Arial Symbol Practice (3 days)

4 - 7 Rhondocole Symbol Practice (4 days)

8 - 11 Murchisole Symbol Practice (4 days)

12 - 17 Kweriole Symbol Practice (6 days) 

18 - 28 Rhamdala Symbol Practice (11 days) 

Rest for 3 days 

Part B: 
Shamro 32 Shamro Attunement (1 day)

3 months rest

Chapter 2: 
SHAMRO 

GOLD

Day 1 Shamro Gold Attunement

Days 1 - 9 Shamro Gold Self Healing Practice

Day 10 You are now a Shamro Gold Practitioner and 
can begin using the Master symbol on others!

Total Time to complete Shamro Gold = approximately 4 ½ months
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Master Level Symbols 
Shamro Gold 

Welcome To Shamro: 
With love & light, we welcome you here to this Shamro Gold Master Level Symbols course. This 
course will be set out over two main chapters - Shamro & Shamro Gold, with both chapters helping 
you to bring about a wonderful expansion and uplift in your consciousness!

Having completed the Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher (level 9) OR Volume 3 of the Blue Light 
Ascended Pathway (preferably volume 5), we are delighted to welcome you here to this very 
significant uplift and expansion in your consciousness for the infinite benefit of all!

To start with then, there are two main perspectives that we will need to quickly talk about here as 
we introduce you to this very unique and uplifting Master Level Symbols course. Firstly, for those of 
you who are coming from the Advanced Usui Reiki healing system - these Shamro Gold energies will 
be helping to expand your consciousness very significantly over this next few months and will be 
providing you with a very significant healing tool for your journey forwards towards the light.  

Secondly, for those of you who are moving through the Blue Light Ascended Pathway, 
this Shamro Gold course will be providing you with a very important stepping 

stone as you prepare yourself to move into the Crimson Horizon series. You 
will also be experiencing a very significant energetic uplift here over this 

next few months.

For Marty & Gerry, these Shamro Gold teachings were brought through 
as they were moving through the Crimson Horizon Ascended Pathway 
(the sequel to the Blue Light) in 2016. During this time, both Marty & 
Gerry were finding the new Crimson Horizon energies very difficult to 
assimilate in a timely manner and as such, the Guides deemed it to be 

divinely relevant to bring through a ‘bridging’ or transitional set of 
ascensional energies that would help to act as a stepping stone between 

the Blue Light Pathway and the Crimson Horizon pathway.
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It is for this reason why we have recommended that at a minimum, Blue Light Volume 3 should be 
completed prior to moving into these energies, in line with the instructions given by the Guides (and 
preferably - Blue Light Volume 5). 

As an additional gift then, in order to help share these energies freely and with much love for the 
infinite benefit of all, the Guides then suggested that the Shamro Gold master symbol would also be 
very applicable to those who have completed their Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher training 
(level 9). In this way, the Shamro Gold Master Symbol will be helping to add another very powerful 
healing tool to your divine healing toolkit as you move towards more love, light & purity on your 
pathway also. 

It is therefore with much love & light that we are delighted to be offering these wonderful healing 
energies to both types of practitioners and with all this being said, let us now share the channeled 
information that was brought through from the Guides as they introduced the first chapter of these 
energies - the Shamro healing frequencies:

“By the grace of your energetic field, you are now ready to purge the self-consciousness for the 
benefit of all. Here we introduce you to the energetic frequencies of Shamro, a deep manifestation of 

alluring light energies to swirl and rinse your body of toxins causing the light within to dim.” 

* * * 
“This set of energies is a deep cleanse but also a helpful and dramatic step up in frequency vibration. 

For here it is known that the Shamro energies are a combination of opening (clearing) 
and expressing (radiating) your divine light for all.” 
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1. An Outline Of Chapter 1: Shamro: 
Given the nature of these energies, the Guides have deemed it divinely necessary to share these 
energies over two main parts. The first of these parts will be offering you the gift of deep cleansing 
and purification as you prepare yourself for moving into the Shamro frequencies.

The second part then introduces the Shamro energies into your consciousness in what is a very 
significant uplift in your consciousness. This will then allow you to more easily move into the higher 
level teachings of the Crimson Horizon as we’ve already mentioned.

As with all of our courses, we will now try to make things as easy as possible by summarising the 
important information, practices and timeframes for you in the below summary table:
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Chapter 1: Shamro Overview
Level Day Symbol

Part A: 
Cleansing

1 - 3 Arial Symbol Practice (3 days)

4 - 7 Rhondocole Symbol Practice (4 days)

8 - 11 Murchisole Symbol Practice (4 days)

12 - 17 Kweriole Symbol Practice (6 days) 

18 - 28 Rhamdala Symbol Practice (11 days) 

Rest for 3 days 

Part B: 
Shamro 32 Shamro Attunement (1 day)

Total Time to complete Shamro = 32 days (approx. 4 weeks)
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2. Part A - Preparatory Cleansing:  
As we’ve already mentioned, the Shamro frequencies will become available to you only after 
completing Part A - a 28 day period of cleansing. This cleansing work is being done through the use 
of symbols as we have outlined in the summary table on the previous page.

In this section then, let us now introduce each of these cleansing symbols and provide you with the 
necessary instructions for the symbol practices so that you can successfully complete this very 
necessary and important cleansing period.

NOTE: Before you begin the cleansing process, please ensure that you have 
activated (unlocked) the Shamro Gold energies prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which 
unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked 
the energies, this means that both the Shamro and Shamro Gold energies 
and attunements have been activated specifically for you. You are therefore 
then ready to continue your Shamro Gold journey by working through this 
ebook, at your own pace and receiving the energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Shamro Gold energies for 
yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on Page III of this 
ebook.

To start with, let us point out here that the symbol practices for the first four symbols are done in 
the same way (except for the number of days required) however for the last symbol, these energies 
are to be placed into the Crown Chakra rather than the Heart Chakra (an important difference which 
may be easily overlooked). 

Once you have completed your divine cleansing period, we lovingly ask that you please ‘rest’ for 3 
days before moving into your Shamro attunement. We will be outlining the processes for the 
Shamro attunement a little further down. 

For now however, we hope that you will enjoy connecting with these beautiful cleansing energies 
and that they help you to release many kinds of impurities from within as you continue your journey 
upwards towards infinite love, light & purity!   
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SYMBOL 1 - ARIAL  (DAYS 1 - 3) 

For the first three days, please place or project the Arial symbol (pronounced Arr - ree - al) into your 
Heart Chakra twice per day for 8 minutes each time. 

SYMBOL 2: RHONDOCOLE  (DAYS 4 - 7)

For the next four days, please place or project the Rhondocole symbol (pronounced Ron - doh - kole) 
into your Heart Chakra twice per day for 8 minutes each time. 
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SYMBOL 3: MURCHISOLE (DAYS 8 - 11) 

For the next four days, please place or project the Murchisole symbol (pronounced Murr - chih - sole) 
into your Heart Chakra twice per day for 8 minutes each time. 

SYMBOL 4: KWERIOLE (DAYS 12 - 17) 

For the next six days, please place or project the Kweriole symbol (pronounced Kweer - ree - ole) into 
your Heart Chakra twice per day for 8 minutes each time. 
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SYMBOL 5: RHAMDALA (DAYS 18 - 28) 

For the next eleven days, please place or project the Rhamdala symbol (pronounced Ram - dah - la) 
into your Crown Chakra twice per day for 8 minutes each time. 

At the end of your Rhamdala symbol practice 
please rest for 3 days before commencing Part B.
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3. Part B - Introducing The Shamro Frequencies:
Having now completed the preparatory cleansing (through each of the five symbols outlined in Part 
A) you are now ready to open up to receiving the Shamro energies for the ultimate benefit of all 
(through the attunement in Section 4). Firstly however, let us introduce you to the Shamro symbol: 

Shamro 
“Opening and expressing light for all” 

Please find below the information that was brought through from the Guides ‘Shamro 12’ about the 
Shamro energies. Please note that the information here refers entirely to those on the Blue Light 
Ascension Pathway however for those coming from Usui Reiki please know that these energies are still 
relevant as a stepping stone between energies and also as a precursor to the Shamro Gold energies 
which are more broad in terms of general usage outside of the Ascension Pathways.
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Shamro - An Awakening  

 “Once the cleansing aspect is complete, these Shamro energies then bring the 
gift of expansion, light & radiance. Make no mistake, these energies are a 
quantum step up in vibration and should be treated as such. We therefore 
recommend the completion of Blue Light Volume 3 (preferably Volume 5)  

before commencing.  

At this level the Shamro energies will be most beneficial before stepping up into 
the Crimson Horizon and will help you to gain access to the higher energies 
more frequently. Whilst on this path, please open your heart and mind fully to 

these new frequencies and surrender yourself for the benefit of all. 

For many, these energies will free and lighten the inner troubles of this earthly 
existence allowing a more easier transition to, and assimilation of,  

the Crimson Horizon energies.       

Please know dear ones that we do our very best to make the steps on this 
pathway as easy as possible. Please know this and that we love you. We trust 
you will enjoy the gifts of Shamro as it opens your truth and then helps it to 
radiate for the infinite all. These energies are deeply steeped in love and will 

continue to manifest and assimilate for a period of 3 - 6 months after 
completion. There is nothing here that you need to do, but simply be aware they 

are still working in the background as you continue your earthly life. 

For those of you who make it this far, we do send our honoured and humble 
blessings for this is a beautiful and expansive uplift in vibration. Please, we do 

hope you reap the benefits for the absolute and infinite all. 

With our love and blessings, 

Shamro 12” 
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4. Instructions For Receiving Your Shamro Attunement: 
Having now completed the cleansing practices in part A and having waited an additional 3 days from 
the completion of these practices, we now invite you to open up to receiving 
your Shamro attunement in line with the below instructions.

After receiving your attunement, the Guides explained that there was no need 
for any practices with these energies however as always, we ask that you be 
guided by your own intuition for your journey forwards.

The attunement process is very simple and straightforward however as always, 
we ask that you follow the instructions below as best you can. Most 
importantly, please relax, open up and receive these beautiful and expansive healing gifts with love. 

NOTE: Before you begin the Shamro attunement, please ensure that you 
have activated (unlocked) the Shamro Gold energies prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which 
unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked 
the energies, this means that both the Shamro and Shamro Gold energies 
and attunements have been activated specifically for you. You are therefore 
then ready to continue your Shamro Gold journey by working through this 
ebook, at your own pace and receiving the energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Shamro Gold energies for 
yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on Page III of this 
ebook.

1. Preparation:
Please make yourself comfortable, either sitting or lying down and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 30 - 40 minutes.  Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some 
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke the Shamro Attunement:
Invoke the Shamro attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips touching in prayer position 
whilst saying the following:
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“With love and grace I open the heart consciousness with the 
blessings of Shamro. May all eternity be graced with divine light 
expansion and may I open and express my light for the benefit 

of liberating all. With these words it is done.” 
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3. Receive Your Attunement:
After saying the attunement invocation above, you are now ready to sit and receive the Shamro 
energies for 30 minutes. This will help with the assimilation of the Shamro energies as 
your consciousness is uplifted and raised with much love & light. Please find below the 
instructions as received by the Guides for how to receive your Shamro attunement:

As with other attunements, should you wish to, you may also like to use this time to work with a 
number of affirmations aimed at ‘surrendering’ yourself to these energies. Also, you might find it 
beneficial to imagine or visualise the symbol as part of this practice.

As always, we invite you here to do as you feel is best for you however please note that no ‘formal 
practice’ is required on your part to receive this attunement. Just by setting your intention and 
sitting  for 30 minutes, you will receive everything that is required.

4. Closing the attunement:
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude.    
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“With love and immense gratitude, I offer my sincerest  
thanks for receiving these Shamro energies. May they  

heal and liberate all beings from suffering.  
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.” 

“Here at this level of cleanse, we recommend to sit for the  
attunement in part two for at least 30 minutes as the  

energies grow and assimilate.  
Here there is no practice required however  

surrendering to the light is helpful.”
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Using the Shamro symbol after your attunement:
As Shamro is a precursor step to the SHAMRO GOLD energies, there were no specific practices given 
by the Guides about how to use this symbol after receiving your attunement. From this, we can see 
that the energetic frequencies of Shamro are really only a stepping stone into which the Shamro 
Gold energies blossom from. 

As you move into the Shamro Gold frequencies, the Guides have provided specific instructions about 
how to use the Shamro Gold Master Symbol in your practices and as such, we wish to re-iterate here 
that at this stage of the course - there are no specific symbol practices or any other healing practices 
that are required from you.

You are now able to simply enjoy your three month rest period before commencing Shamro Gold!

Having said all of this, if you are feeling drawn to using the Shamro Symbol in your own healing 
sessions or meditation practices, then please do so with much love & in accordance with your divine 
intuition. Perhaps you wish to practice with these energies during your three month rest period 
before moving into the Shamro Gold attunement - as always, please do what feels right for you!
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Welcome To The Shamro Gold Master Level Symbol: 
After having completed the three month rest period at the end of the Shamro attunement and 
practices, we welcome you here with much love and many divine blessings to the Shamro Gold 
Master Level Symbol.

These energies have again been brought through by the Guides with a dual purpose however they 
will be equally precious for both types of practitioner. For those of you who are moving towards the 
completion of the Blue Light Ascension pathway - these new Shamro Gold energies will be an 
invaluable step forwards as you are opened, expanded and prepared energetically for the next steps 
forwards into ‘Higher Consciousness’ and ascended states of being.

For those of you who are Advanced Usui Reiki Masters, the Shamro Gold symbol will also be 
bringing a very significant expansion in your energy field as 
you gain another very valuable healing tool for your 
various healing and meditation practices. These energies 
will also be helping you to move forwards on your energy 
based healing pathway into any new energies that may be 
waiting for you on your horizon.

For both types of practitioners, these energies can be called 
on whenever you feel that they are needed, either for 
yourself in meditation or in any healing work that you do 
for others. The Shamro Gold Master Symbol is particular 
useful for helping to bring an expansion of love and 
understanding for the recipient and can also help those 
who are feeling ‘stuck’ or lost on their pathway. 
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We truly hope that you will enjoy your connection with this beautiful Shamro Gold Master Symbol 
and to help us introduce these wonderfully expansive energies, let us now hear from the Guides 
‘Shamro 11’:

“Shamro Gold brings together the energies of Shamro  
and an energetic frequency of effervescence,  

in order to provide a widely robust energetic frequency. 

During the three month interval, your energies have been 
assimilating and growing the Shamro  

frequency until reaching a point where you have 
manifested enough light for Shamro Gold to take place. 

Enabling the activation of Shamro Gold is an important key 
 step in your journey to Crimson Horizon for without the Shamro Gold energies, the energies from 

past may collapse and overwhelm the energetic system. There is nothing fearful for your well being 
here but rather just a possible hindrance or obstacle on your pathway. 

Therefore the Shamro Gold energies are now here and ready for their activation. 

As a Master Level symbol, Shamro Gold brings forth a wealth of ‘healing the consciousness’ 
energies. This is important for your further transitioning to light. Each step of Shamro Gold is an 
incredibly pure and simple expansion of one-ness consciousness and can be viewed as a critical 

opening within. 

Without further delay we shall cut the Shamro Gold energy chain and allow it to manifest. 

We love you.” 

Shamro 11 
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1. An Outline Of Chapter 2: Shamro Gold: 
Having now waited the necessary 3 months for energetic digestion and assimilation of the Shamro 
energies, you are now ready to move into this beautiful Shamro Gold chapter.  

As you can see in the below summary table, the Shamro Gold energies can be received very easily 
over a period of 10 days which includes an attunement and nine days of symbol practices. After 
completing this, you will now be able to call on these Shamro Gold energies in both self healing / 
meditation and in your healing work for others, as you feel guided.
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Chapter 2: Shamro Gold Overview

Day Information

3 months rest after completing the Shamro energies

Day 1 Shamro Gold Attunement

Days 1 - 9 Shamro Gold Self Healing Practice

Day 10 You are now a Shamro Gold Practitioner and can  
begin using the Master symbol on others!

Total Time to complete Shamro Gold = 9 days
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2. Instructions For Receiving Your Shamro Gold Attunement: 
Having now completed the three month resting and assimilating period at the end of the Shamro 
energies, we now invite you to open up to receiving your Shamro Gold 
attunement in line with the below instructions.

Please note that this attunement is very different from the Shamro attunement, 
therefore it may be beneficial to read through the entire attunement process 
before beginning.

The attunement takes one day only and is completed in eight steps. 

Step 1: Preparation

Step 2: Invoke the Shamro Gold Attunement

Step 3: Hexigo symbol practice

Step 4: Pletigo symbol practice
Step 5: Plytron symbol practice
Step 6: Preparation for merging with Shamro Gold

Step 7: Shamro Gold symbol practice
Step 8: Closing the attunement

It is very simple and straightforward however as always, we ask that you follow the instructions 
below as best you can. Most importantly, please relax, open up and receive these beautiful and 
expansive healing gifts with love. 

Step 1: Preparation:
Please make yourself comfortable, either sitting or lying down and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 20 - 30 minutes.  Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some 
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

Step 2: Invoke the Shamro Gold Attunement:
Invoke the Shamro Gold attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position whilst saying the following:
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“With love and divine Shamro guidance, I ask to receive the 
attunement for Shamro Gold. May my consciousness awaken 

and brighten effervescently for the absolute fulfilment and 
liberation of all beings. And it is so.  

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.” 
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Step 3: Hexigo symbol practice:
After the invocation, please place the symbol Hexigo (pronounced Hex - ih - go) into the Crown 
Chakra for 3 - 5 minutes or until you feel the energies drop off. Here, the Guides suggested to 
visualise bright light expanding through your consciousness.

Step 4: Pletigo symbol practice:
As you feel the Hexigo energy dropping off, please place the symbol Pletigo (pronounced Plet - ih - 
go) into the Heart Chakra for 3 - 5 minutes or until you feel the energies drop off.
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Step 5: Plytron symbol practice:
After working with the Pletigo symbol, you are now ready to call on Plytron (pronounced Ply - tron). 
Please now place this symbol (shown below) into the Solar Plexus Chakra for 3 - 5 minutes or until 
you feel the energies drop off.

Step 6: Preparation for merging with Shamro Gold:
Please place the hands together, fingertips touching in prayer position and say the following:
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“I allow my consciousness to merge with oneness. 
I allow my soul to grow and expand with Shamro Gold. 

I allow my heart to open.” 

Plytron
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Step 7: Shamro Gold symbol practice:
Place the symbol Shamro Gold (below) in front of the body and allow it to penetrate every part of 
your being. Sit for 3 - 5 minutes or until you feel the energies drop off.

Step 8: Closing the attunement:
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude.    

Congratulations! Your Shamro Gold attunement is now complete!
You are now ready to do the self healing practices for nine days.
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“With love and immense gratitude, I offer my sincerest  
thanks for receiving these Shamro Gold energies. May  
they bring great advancements and agility into your  

healing and may they light the way for those lost or in 
confusion. May all beings be liberated from suffering.  

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.” 

Shamro Gold
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3. Self Healing Practices: 
After completing the attunement (on day one), the Guides kindly request that you begin your self 
healing practices for nine days, starting on the same day as your attunement. These self healing 
practices are very simple and can be completed in around 5 minutes or so.

To ensure that you do this successfully, please kindly follow along with the below process a minimum 
of once per day for nine days:

Step 1: Preparation:
Please make yourself comfortable, either sitting or lying down and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes.  Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some 
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

Step 2: Shamro Gold symbol practice:
Draw out the Shamro Gold symbol in front of the body and allow it to penetrate and be absorbed 
into every part of your being. Please allow 3 - 5 minutes for this to happen or as you feel guided to 
i.e. perhaps you can feel the energies start to drop off slightly after some time?

For Marty and Gerry, after placing the Shamro Gold symbol in front of them, nothing seemed to 
happen. It was only after a couple of minutes that the energies then seemed to radiate into them. 
We therefore ask that you be a little patient with these practices as this nine day period is very 
important in helping you to digest and assimilate these energies appropriately.

Congratulations!
Once you have completed your nine days of self healing practice, 

you are now a Shamro Gold Master Level Symbol practitioner!
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4. Using The Shamro Gold Master Level Symbol: 
Having now completed your nine days of self healing practices, you are ready to start calling on 
these energies as you feel guided to. And to help you with this, let us now share the beautiful 
message from the Guides about using the Shamro Gold Master Level Symbol:

“The energies of Shamro Gold are wonderful enticements for further  
growth and expansion. They can be used anywhere where expansion  

is required, for example, between any Ascension Pathway levels  
in order to help the individual ‘go up’ easier. You may like to think of Shamro 

Gold as being an ‘intelligent’ stepping stone. Its energies are able to manifest the  
required bridge in order to help the individual travel from point A to point B. 

Outside of the Ascension pathways, Shamro Gold can be used to open 
doorways on people’s pathways.  Where they find themselves stuck or burdened, 

Shamro Gold can help (if within their karmic circumstances) t  
o open a doorway or build a bridge to help them to move forwards. 

The Shamro Gold symbol is immensely beneficial to any healing-based practitioner 
and as a Master Level symbol, it is open to those who have achieved a high 

enough vibration to assimilate its energies. 

For the benefit of all infinite beings, may Shamro Gold bring great advancements 
and agility in  your healing forces and may it light the way for those lost or in 

confusion. 

Go well, Shamro 15.” 

Instructions for using Shamro Gold:
When using the Shamro Gold Master Symbol, simply place the symbol three times into the 
recipient’s Crown Chakra (saying the sacred name each time) and allow the energies to go to work 
for 8 - 12 minutes. The divinely guided aspects of these energies will of course bring about all the 
necessary expansion and healing required and all that is required from you is to be a beautiful & 
divine healing channel for the infinite benefit of all!  

As part of this practice, we also received a further note from the Guides which asked us to please 
ensure that both the recipient and yourself are well grounded before proceeding as these energies 
are very expansive and uplifting.
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5. Final Comments: 
It has been our great pleasure to share these beautiful Shamro and Shamro Gold energies with you 
here as part of this Master Level Symbols course. We hope that you have enjoyed connecting with 
these energies and that your consciousness has experienced a wonderful expansion with a renewed 
sense of purity, one-ness and love! 

For those of you who have already completed the Blue Light energies at Volume 
5, once you have completed your 12 month charitable work we then lovingly 

invite you into the Crimson Horizon teachings with much love & humility. 

For those of you who have completed Volume 3 or Volume 4 of the Blue 
Light, we lovingly invite you to return to this pathway with the added 
bonus of these beautiful Shamro Gold frequencies. Please know here that 
once you reach the Crimson Horizon teachings, the Shamro Gold energies 

will be there for you as you more easily digest and assimilate these higher 
vibrational teachings for the benefit of all.

And for those of you who have come from the Advanced Usui Reiki Master Teacher Level 9, we hope 
that the energies can be of service to you and your recipients in the future. Unlocking doorways and 
helping people to become unstuck are truly wonderful healing abilities and we know that these will 
benefit the collective consciousness. For as one raises in vibration, we all receive benefit!

Above all, we would again like to thank you for your determination and dedication to your pathway 
to light and to the new consciousness. We wish you well with your assimilation and digestion of 
these Shamro Gold energies and of course, we hope to see you again at Love Inspiration as you 
continue on with your healing pathways for the ultimate and absolute liberation of all!       

With Divine Shamro Light,

Marty & Gerry Donnelly 
Love Inspiration 
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Would You Like To Help? 

You have received these energies and teachings freely and with 
love due to the humble and altruistic grace of our sponsors, 

teachers & translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and 
would like to help make them continually and freely available 
for others to heal, grow and awaken from, we lovingly invite 

you to help in the following ways: 

Sponsor an ebook 

Make a donation 

Share with others 

Become a teacher 

Translate for others 

Write a testimonial 

Help us improve 

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks 
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all.  

 
Blessings & Thankyou,  

Marty & Gerry 
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all beings be liberated from suffering. 
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